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Abstract—This paper introduces the idea of unified unit commitment and economic dispatch modeling within a unique tool
that performs economic dispatch with up to 24-hour look-ahead
capability. The tool provides financially binding dispatch and
ex-ante locational marginal prices (LMPs) for the next 5-min
interval and advisory commitment, dispatch schedule and prices
for the remaining scheduling horizon. Variable time resolution
and variable modeling complexity are used in order to reduce
computational requirements. A finer time resolution and detailed
modeling are used during the first hours of the scheduling horizon
while coarser time resolution and simplified modeling during the
last ones. The viability of the method for medium-sized systems is
demonstrated through its application to the Greek power system.
Index Terms—Economic dispatch, mixed integer linear programming, renewable generation, unit commitment.

NOMENCLATURE
A. Indices and Sets

Model complexity levels
.
Hours.

t

Wind farms.
Unit operating phases
:
nization,
: soak,
desynchronization.
B. Parameters

Branch contingencies in model of complexity .
Steps of the marginal cost function of unit .
Generating units.
.

Hydroelectric generating units

.

Long-start generating units
Unit start-up types
.
Loads.

.

Subset of time intervals for which model
complexity level applies.
Time intervals extended to the past.
Time intervals extended to the future.

Overloaded branches during contingency .

Thermal generating units

Time intervals (of variable duration).

: synchro: dispatchable,

:

Shift factor of unit on branch , during
contingency , in p.u.
Shift factor of load on branch , in contingency
.
Shift factor of wind farm on branch , in
contingency .
Size of step of unit marginal cost function,
during time interval , in MW.
Marginal cost of step of unit marginal cost
function, during time interval , in €/MWh.
Duration of time interval , in h.
No-load cost of unit , in €/h.

Reserves types
, where
: primary-up,
: primary-down,
: secondary-up,
:
secondary-down,
: tertiary spinning,
: tertiary non-spinning.
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Branch rating (
: normal,
:
contingency), in MW.
Maximum (minimum) power output of unit ,
in MW.
Maximum power output of unit while operating
under AGC, in MW.
Minimum power output of unit while operating
under AGC, in MW.
Power output of unit , at soak phase, during time
interval , after a type start-up that initiates at
time interval , in MW.
Power output of unit , at desynchronization
phase, during time interval , before the
respective shut-down that occurs at time interval
, in MW.
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Binary variable which is equal to 1 if a typestart-up of unit is initiated during time interval
.
Binary variable which is equal to 1 if unit is
shut-down during time interval .

Effective load
, during time interval , in
MW.
Available wind power in wind farm , during
time interval , in MW.
Maximum contribution (ramp limited) of unit
in reserve type , in MW.
Ramp-down rate of unit , in MW/min.
System requirement in reserve type
time interval , in MW.
Ramp-up rate of unit , in MW/min.

during

D. General Remarks on Notation
(a)

Tilded time constants are expressed in hours.

(b)

Time constants expressed in time intervals under
a forward-looking logic (see Section II-B) are
marked with a star, e.g.:
Minimum up time of unit , in h.

Shut-down cost of unit , in €.
Start-up cost of unit from start-up type until
load with synchronization, in €.
Number of time intervals of the planning
horizon.
Minimum up (down) time of unit , at time
interval , in time intervals—backward (BW)
looking.
Off-load time before going from hot (warm)
standby to warm (cold) standby condition of
unit , at time interval , in time intervals—BW
looking.
Synchronization time of unit under start-up
type , at time interval , in time intervals—BW
looking.
Soak time of unit under type start-up, at time
interval , in time intervals—BW looking.
Desynchronization time of unit , at time interval
, in time intervals—BW looking.

Desynchronization time of unit , at time interval
, in time intervals—forward (FW) looking.
E. Acronyms
Automatic generation control.
Combined cycle gas turbine.
Current operating plan.
Day-ahead market.
Economic dispatch.
Look-ahead economic dispatch.
Locational marginal price.
Linear programming.
Mixed integer linear programming.
Open cycle gas turbine.
Reliability assessment commitment.
Real time market.
System marginal price.
Steam turbine.

C. Variables
Portion of step of the th unit’s marginal cost
function loaded in time interval , in p.u.
Power output of unit during time interval , in
MW.
Power output of unit during the
desynchronization (soak) phase, at time
interval , in MW.
Power output of wind farm , at time interval
, in MW.
Contribution of unit in reserve type , during
time interval , in MW.
Binary variable which is equal to 1 if unit is on.
Binary variable which is equal to 1 if unit is in
operating phase during time interval .
Binary variable which is equal to 1 if unit
provides secondary reserve during time interval
.
Binary variable which is equal to 1 if unit
provides tertiary non-spinning reserve during
time interval .
Binary variable which is equal to 1 if unit is
started-up during time interval .

Unit commitment.
Variable generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE short-term operations scheduling of power systems
has been traditionally based on a two level—unit commitment/economic dispatch—hierarchy paradigm [1]: day-ahead
unit commitment (UC) scheduling is first performed at around
12:00 noon of the day preceding the dispatch day in order
to determine the commitment status of all dispatchable units
during all the dispatch periods of the dispatch day, with an
hourly time resolution. Real-time economic dispatch (ED) is
performed every 5 min and determines the active power output
of all committed dispatchable units (unit base-points), for the
next 5-min interval.1 Current UC practice assumes deterministic knowledge (perfect forecast) of system conditions for the
next day, typically load demand and component availability.
Reserve requirements and “
” contingency analysis ensure
a certain degree of robustness against forecast errors. Until

T

1A third level, automatic generation control (AGC), that corrects the power
output of the units every few seconds to account for demand fluctuations within
the 5-min dispatch period, is outside the scope of this paper and will not be
further discussed.
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recently, the perfect forecast was a reasonable assumption since
both the load demand and the availability of the conventional,
dispatchable units could be fairly accurately forecasted, with
component failures within the next day considered a rather rare
event. When system conditions deviate substantially from forecasts, forward (day-ahead) or intra-day revised UC schedules
are computed.
The two level hierarchy paradigm of the traditional power
system short-term operation has been transferred to the design
of many centrally organized wholesale electricity markets, such
as the ISO/RTO markets in the United States, in the form of
the two-settlement system [2] comprising a day-ahead forward
market (DAM) with hourly dispatch period and a real-time
market (RTM) with 5-min dispatch period, complemented
with a forward or intraday reliability assessment commitment
(RAC). RAC commits resources based on load forecasts and
not solely on participant offers, bids and schedules used by
DAM. Forward or intraday RACs adapt resource commitment
to system condition changes.
The growth of variable (intermittent) renewable energy in
the generation mix of many power systems has challenged the
traditional paradigm of the short-term system operation [3]–[9].
Variable generation (VG) technologies deliver energy on an
as-available basis, and increase the level of variability and
uncertainty in power system operations. As the VG penetration
further increases, current market and short-term operating
practices will be inadequate and need to be revised. Advanced
forecasting tools, especially for VG, are required and stochastic/robust centralized scheduling tools will replace the
traditional deterministic scheduling tools of today [10]–[18].
In addition, more frequently revised forward and intraday
UC schedules and dispatch scheduling with sub-hourly dispatch intervals and look-ahead features are required. Centrally
organized wholesale electricity markets of North America
are implementing such changes in their operating practices
[17]–[20]. In [17] following a day-ahead RAC, an hour-ahead
RAC is solved for every hour of the operating day, with
hourly granularity and scheduling horizon endpoint equal
to the one of the last executed day-ahead RAC. The basic
idea behind [18]–[20] is to implement a short-term (next 3–6
h) MILP-based fast-start unit commitment adjustment with
sub-hourly (15-min, 30-min) dispatch periods and an LP-based
look-ahead dispatch scheduling for the next hour with 5-min
dispatch period, with appropriate, yet complex, interface between them. While responding to recently issued FERC Order
764 [21] some US markets plan to convert this short-term
fast-start unit commitment to a financially binding market that
bridges the gap between DAM and RTM [22]. The economic
benefits of extending the horizon of the look-ahead dispatch
in anticipation of steep variations of renewable generation, as
well as the computational implications are analyzed in [23].
As pointed out in [18]–[20] inconsistencies in the modeling
complexity and the time resolution of the various short-term
scheduling models may create operational problems during
highly dynamic environments.
This paper introduces the idea of unified UC-ED modeling within a unique tool that performs ED with up to 24-h
look-ahead capability. Variable time resolution and variable
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Fig. 1. Scheduling horizon definition.

modeling complexity are used in order to reduce the computational requirements of the model. A finer time resolution
and detailed modeling are used during the first hours of the
scheduling horizon while coarser time resolution and simplified modeling during the last ones. The proposed model
combines the current look-ahead commitment and real-time
dispatch functions, providing binding dispatch instructions
(Base Points) for the next 5-min interval and anticipated power
system operating conditions (unit commitment and dispatch)
for the remaining scheduling horizon. It is an extension of the
look-ahead commitment/dispatch model proposed in [18] and
[19]. The advantages of the proposed model are the simplicity
of maintaining a single short-term model, the avoidance of
the interface between different models for different short-term
time-scales and the smooth transition between UC and ED, controlled only by the initial conditions. The basic disadvantage,
when applied to long look-ahead horizons, is its computational requirements. Currently it is applicable to medium-sized
systems, as demonstrated by the test results. Advances in
optimization algorithms and computer hardware are expected
to make our model applicable to large power systems in the
near future.
II. UNIFIED COMMITMENT—DISPATCH MODEL
A. Variable Time Resolution and Complexity Modeling
To facilitate the presentation we begin with the description
of a particular implementation of the variable time resolution
and complexity unified UC-ED model, by specifying the scheduling horizon, the variable time resolution, the variable modeling complexity and the input requirements. The implementation (timelines, time steps, look-ahead horizon, etc.) is indicative and should be adapted to the particular power system.
1) Scheduling Horizon: Assuming that the DAM gate closure is 12:00 noon, the unified UC-ED scheduling horizon varies
from a maximum of 36 h to a minimum of 12 h as shown in
Fig. 1, where the numbers in parenthesis indicate the beginning
(hh:mm) of the scheduling horizon in five different cases, A–E.
2) Variable Time Resolution: The basic idea of variable time
resolution is to use a 5-min time step for the 1st scheduling hour,
a 15-min time step for the 2nd hour, a 30-min time step for
the 3rd hour, and hourly time step for the remaining scheduling
horizon. This situation is shown in the second row of Table I
where the scheduling begins at an exact clock hour. In order to
align the variable time intervals with clock hours, in case the
scheduling does not begin at an exact clock hour, the following
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DEFINITION

TABLE I
VARIABLE TIME INTERVALS

OF THE

TABLE II
VARIABLE MODEL COMPLEXITY

rules apply: 1) use a 5-min time step for at least one hour, followed by a 15-min time step for at least one hour, followed by
a 30-min time step for at least one hour, and hourly time step
thereafter; 2) align intervals of a specific duration with intervals of the immediately longer duration; 3) span the scheduling
horizon with the minimum number of intervals. All possible
cases are presented in Table I, where the column header denotes
clock hour and the row header denotes the 5-min interval within
the hour in which the scheduling begins.
Combining the information of Fig. 1 and Table I it is evident
that the size of the planning horizon ranges from a minimum of
29 time intervals to a maximum 54 time intervals.
3) Variable Model Complexity: Table II presents the three
different levels of modeling complexity used in our implementation. The modeling complexity is aligned with the time-step
duration, so that a detailed UC model is used for the near future
periods and a simplified model is used for the far future periods.
The model complexity levels proposed in Table II are indicative
and system specific. A linear DC network model is used in all
complexity levels in our implementation.
An envisaged real-life application in advanced electricity
markets would use a full AC network model with a full set
of contingencies in the first hour of scheduling (5-min time
step), a full DC network model with a reduced monitored
contingency set for the next 2 h (15-min and 30-min time step)
and a reduced DC network model with an even more reduced
monitored contingency set for the remaining horizon (60-min

time step). However, increasing modeling complexity increases
computational requirements.
4) Input Requirements: The unified UC-ED is executed on a
rolling basis every five minutes and provides binding dispatch
instructions (Base-Points) and prices (LMPs) for the next 5-min
time interval and anticipated power system operating conditions (commitment and dispatch) for the remaining scheduling
horizon.
The application of the model requires the following key
inputs: 1) real-time initial conditions and network data from
the state estimator, 2) unit offer parameters (including technical
data, such as ramp-rates, minimum up/down times, etc.) and 3)
forecasts of the load demand and VG.
B. Constraint Conversion to Variable Time Step
Before presenting the mathematical formulation of the variable time step UC problem we first describe how the constraints
of a constant (hourly) time step UC model, which closely follows [24], are converted to constraints of a variable time step
UC model.
As stated in the Nomenclature Section, denotes time in
hours, whereas denotes time intervals of variable duration.
Similarly, UC time constants expressed in hours are tilded,
e.g.,
.
Constraints (1) and (2) express the minimum-up-time constraint of a unit in constant (hourly) and variable time step
model, respectively:
(1)

(2)
Both constraints ensure that unit is committed during hour
if it was started up within the prior
hours. It is observed
that both constraints are identical, except from the fact that the
minimum up time expressed in intervals in (2) is indexed on
time interval,
.
This is explained with the help of Fig. 2 representing part of a
variable time step scheduling horizon of a unit with
.
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Fig. 2. Example that shows how minimum-up time of
verted to be used in a variable time resolution modeling.
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is con-

Fig. 4. Unit power output during desynchronization (it is assumed that the unit
is shut down during interval ).

. Note that time constants in Fig. 3 are forward looking (denoted by a star) while time constants in Fig. 4
are backward looking:
t

Fig. 3. Unit power output during soak (it is assumed that the unit is started up
during interval ).
t

The 2nd row of Fig. 2 represents the time intervals, consecutively numbered, and the 3rd row their duration in minutes. As
shown in the figure, the arithmetic value of the minimum up
time,
, expressed in time intervals, depends on the time interval at which it terminates (for backward-looking modeling
[24]) or at which it starts (for forward-looking modeling [24]).
Thus, the minimum up time of 4 hours, corresponds to 12, 7 or
5 time intervals depending on whether the terminating interval
(in fact the one immediately following, in our modeling) is 24,
25 or 26, respectively. That is, in (2), which follows backwardlooking modeling,
,
and
. Since
certain constraints, such as the desynchronization constraints,
follow forward-looking modeling [24], forward-looking time
constants are also required and are denoted by an asterisk, such
as
. In the example of Fig. 2,
,
and
. Note that, in general,
.
Another point that requires clarification is the modeling of
the unit power output during the soak and the desynchronization phases [24]. Assuming linear increase (decrease) of the
unit power output from zero to technical minimum (vice versa)
during the soak (desynchronization) phase, the power output
during these two phases is defined by (3) and (4), respectively.
Figs. 3 and 4 explain the derivation of (3) and (4) with the
analysis of the two similar triangles (line and cross-shaded, respectively). For example in Fig. 3, which explains (3), one can
identify four distinct time intervals: the start-up (beginning of
the synchronization phase) interval , the beginning of the soak
, the current time interval , and the
phase interval
end of the soak phase interval
. The
numerator of (3) is equal to the time elapsed from the beginning
;
of the soak phase till the end of interval
the denominator equals the total soak phase time

(3)
t

t

(4)
C. Mathematical Formulation of the Variable Time-Step UC
The variable time-step UC is formulated as an MILP optimization problem, as follows:
(5)
subject to the following set of constraints:
1) Cost Definition Equations:

(6)
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(7)
(8)
as a function of the units’ stepEquality (6) defines the
wise marginal cost function, no-load-cost, start-up and shutdown cost. Constraints (7) and (8) define the power output of
the unit as a function of the variables , which express the portion of the step of the unit’s marginal cost function loaded
during interval .
2) Logical State of Commitment:
(9)
(10)
(11)
Constraints (9) ensure that if unit is online, only one of
the commitment states is allowed. Constraints (10) relate the
start-up and shut-down status of unit , with its commitment
status. Constraints (11) ensure that start-up and shut-down do
not coincide.
3) Start-Up Type Constraints:
(12)
(13)

(14)

(18)
Constraint (17) ensures that unit
terval , if it incurred any type
ranging from

is in soak phase during instart-up during the period
intervals before

to
intervals before . Constraint (18) determines the
power output of unit , during the soak phase in terms of
defined in (3). Note that the summation limits of (17) and (18)
represent hourly values
and
respectively [24] converted to time intervals using backward
looking logic. A similar conversion using forward looking logic
was explained with the help of Fig. 3.
6) Desynchronization Phase Constraints:
(19)

(20)
Constraint (19) ensures that unit is in desynchronization phase
during interval , if it shuts down in the next
intervals.
Constraint (20) determines the power output of unit , during
the desynchronization phase, in terms of
defined in (4).
7) Minimum Up/Down Constraints:
(21)

(15)
Constraints (12) ensure that only one start-up type is allowed.
Constraints (13) prohibit hot start-up of unit at time interval
if it did not shut down in the prior
intervals. Similarly,
constraints (14) and (15) prohibit warm or cold start-up of unit
at time interval , if it did not shut down in the appropriate time
intervals prior to .
4) Synchronization Phase Constraint:
(16)

Constraint (16) ensures that unit is in synchronization phase
during time interval , if it incurred any type start-up during
the prior
intervals.
5) Soak Phase Constraints:

(17)

(22)
Constraint (21) ensures that unit remains online during interval
, if it started-up within the previous
intervals. Constraint
(22) ensures that unit remains offline if it was shut down within
the previous
intervals.
8) Ramp Up/Down Constraints:

(23)
(24)
Constraints (23) and (24) enforce the unit ramp-rate limits. The
last terms of both constraints relax the ramp-rate limits during
synchronization, soak and desynchronization phase.
9) Power Output Constraints:

(25)
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(26)

(27)

(28)
Constrains (25)–(28) constrain the unit power output and
reserve commitment within the unit capabilities. The first three
terms of the right hand side of the equations constrain the power
output during synchronization, soak and desynchronization
phase with the help of (18) and (20).
10) Reserve Constraints:
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
Constraints (29)–(33) define the (ramp-limited) maximum contribution of each unit to the system reserves, for each reserve
type. Note that a unit contributes to primary and tertiary spinning reserve only when in dispatchable phase, to secondary reserve only if it operates under AGC and to tertiary non-spinning
reserve only when it is offline. Constraints (34) and (35) ensure
that the total system reserve requirement is met, for all reserve
types.
11) Power Balance Equation:
(36)
Constraint (36) ensures that the system power demand is
matched by power supply in all time intervals.
12) Wind Power Constraints:
(37)
Constraint (37) ensures that wind power output of any wind
farm does not exceed the available wind power.
13) Network Security Constraints:

"
"
"

Fig. 5. Iterative algorithm that enforces network security constraints.

Constraints (38) enforce transmission limits, for both base case
and contingencies
, depending on the model
complexity, , valid in the time interval under consideration (39).
Network security constraints are enforced through an iterative algorithm as shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5 a variable time-step unified UC-ED is first solved, neglecting transmission constraints. Next for each time-step,
, network security is analyzed through a series of power flow solutions (base-case and contingencies). If at any time-step one or
more branches are overloaded (in the base-case or in any contingent-case) a corresponding branch loading constraint (38) is
added to the unified UC-ED model of the next iteration. The
iterative process terminates once no overloads are observed in
any time-step.
The set of contingencies analyzed at each time step depends
on the time step duration as indicated in Table II and (39):
The complete set of network topology instances (contingencies),
", is analyzed in the early stages of the scheduling horizon, as shown in Fig. 5 for
, whereas a reduced
set of network topology instances is analyzed at later stages.

(38)

III. TEST RESULTS

(39)

The developed unified UC-ED method has been tested on the
Greek Power System for two consecutive days, Monday 6 and
Tuesday 7 February 2012.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE GREEK GENERATION SYSTEM DATA

TABLE V
TEST CASES DESCRIPTION

TABLE VI
OPTIMIZATION MODEL SIZE AND EXECUTION TIME

Includes artificial variables added to handle constraint infeasibilities.

Fig. 6. System load and wind production for February 6 and 7, 2012.

TABLE IV
LOAD AND WIND PRODUCTION DATA (FEBRUARY 6 AND 7, 2012)

The installed thermal and hydro capacity of the Greek power
system is 12.5 GW, the installed wind capacity is 1.35 GW and
the peak load is about 10 GW. The Greek Power System comprises 1041 nodes, 54 units and 1286 high voltage (150 kV and
400 kV) branches. The generation system data are summarized
in Table III.
Load and wind production data of February 6 and 7 are shown
Fig. 6 and summarized in Table IV. One-minute historic data
from the Historic Information System (HIS) of the Greek Independent Power Transmission Operator (IPTO) SCADA/EMS
have been employed.
Three cases are examined for three different planning horizons, including the longest and shortest horizons (54 and 28 intervals) as shown in Table V. In the “high” model complexity,
the next contingency set, against which the
system security is assessed, comprises all 58 400-kV branches of the Greek
Power System. The next contingency set of the “med” model
complexity comprises 20 critical branch outages. No contingencies are analyzed in the “low” model complexity (Table II).
The unified UC-ED problem was modeled in MATLAB
R2012a [25] software using GAMS version 24.0.2 [26] along

with CPLEX version 12.5 [27] solver. MATLAB is used for
data input, power flow and shift factor calculations while
GAMS is used for the solution of the MIP problem. A relative
optimality gap of 0.05% was used. All tests were performed
on a 3.5-GHz Intel Quad Core processor with 16 GB of RAM,
running 64-bit Windows. Table VI summarizes the computational complexity of the models of the three cases of Table V,
presenting the number of single variables, integer variables
and equations, as well as the model building time, optimization
time and total simulation time. The difference between the total
simulation time and the sum of the model building and optimization times (over all iterations) represents the time required
for the solution of the load flows (base-case and contingencies)
and the calculation of the shift factors in MATLAB. This time
(about 35 s) can be drastically reduced by parallel processing
of the load flow solutions over time and over contingencies.
Figs. 7 and 8 present the aggregate power output of each generation technology and the system marginal price (SMP) for all
28 time intervals of Case 3. The SMP is defined as the LMP of
the slack node located at the Greece-Bulgaria border.
In Case 3, one 150-kV line is overloaded and two iterations
are needed to redispatch/recommit the units (Fig. 5) in order to
manage congestion. Table VII presents the capacity value of this
150-kV line and the LMP range for all time intervals. When the
line capacity value is zero, all buses have the same LMP which
is equal to the LMP of the slack bus (Figs. 7 and 8).
Another case, Case 4, is studied to assess the response of our
method to a sudden wind production change in comparison to
the traditional separate UC-ED scheduling. To this purpose a
sudden, trapezoidal-shaped change in wind production is introduced between 04:00 and 05:00 of February 6, as follows: wind
production ramps up from 0 to 500 MW within 20 min, remains
constant at 500 MW for the next 20 min and ramps down to 0 in
the last 20 min. The total energy of the wind production change
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Fig. 9. CCGT and lignite-unit output and wind spillage during wind ramp-up.

Fig. 7. Generation mix and SMP for 5-min, 15-min, and 30-min time intervals.

Fig. 8. Generation mix and SMP for 60-min time intervals.

TABLE VII
CAPACITY VALUE OF THE 150-kV LINE AND LMP RANGE

is 341.67 MWh. Owing to the fact that the sudden increase
of wind production occurs during the low load period (Fig. 6)
when most thermal units operate close to their minimum power
output, wind spillage may be required in order to satisfy the unit
minimum power output constraints. Our unified UC-ED scheduling (Case 4A) is executed on a rolling basis every five minutes,
continuously adapting both unit commitment and economic dis-

patch to system condition changes. It is assumed that the sudden
wind production change is predicted 15 min in advance.
The traditional UC-ED scheduling (Case 4B) executes a UC
in the beginning of each day and keeps the unit commitment
of the slow units fixed. Based on the fixed unit commitment
an ED is performed every five minutes, without look-ahead capability. When real-time conditions deviate substantially from
forecasts and the ED is infeasible, start-up or shut-down of fastresponding units (hydro or OCGT) is triggered.
Case 4C (UC-LAED) is identical to Case 4B except from the
fact that the economic dispatch has 60-min look-ahead capability (LAED): it solves a linear program (LP) which simultaneously optimizes the next twelve 5-min time intervals, based
on updated hour-ahead forecasts.
All three scheduling methods start with the same initial conditions on February 5, 24:00 am. No wind spillage was necessary in our unified UC-ED scheduling, which was able to adapt
to the sudden change owing to its look-ahead capability. The
traditional UC-ED scheduling results in wind spillage during
the hours of the sudden wind increase. Owing to the technical
minima constraints of thermal units and the lack of intraday
look-ahead capability, 44% of the sudden wind power increase
was spilled. Despite its look-ahead capability, the UC-LAED
scheduling resulted in 33% wind curtailment, owing to the fact
that it did not update the UC on a rolling basis.
Fig. 9 presents the power output of lignite-fired and gas-fired
CCGT units during hours 04:00–04:45 of February 6 for cases
4A and 4B. It is evident that our method has secured higher
ramp-down capability in order to respond to the sudden wind
increase during the low load hours. This is due to the fact that
a 390-MW CCGT unit and a 30-MW lignite unit are not committed in Case 4A and the lignite-fired units operate at a safer
distance from their technical minima relative to Case 4B: the
horizontal lines in Fig. 9 separate the total power output of a
particular technology in two parts: The lower part is the sum
of the technical minima of all committed units of the respective
technology and is the lower bound below which the total power
output of the units of the particular technology cannot be further reduced. The upper part is the “flexible”, above technical
minima, part of the power output that can be reduced down to
the horizontal line in order to counter-balance the sudden increase of wind power. It is evident that the wind spillage ob-
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served in Case 4B is equal to the ramp-down deficiency of Case
4B relative to Case 4A.
IV. DISCUSSION ON IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
So far in our modeling and test results it has been assumed
that the unified UC-ED scheduling is executed on a rolling basis
every five minutes, continuously adapting both unit commitment
and economic dispatch of all units to system condition changes.
In reality, the commitment status of some long start units (in our
case large lignite, gas and oil steam units) is decided in the day
ahead market, while there may be some extra-long start units
whose commitment status is decided using a multi-day RAC run
[28]. Our model can be easily adapted to include commitment
constraints on long start and extra-long start units, of the form
(40)
is the unit commitment status in the current operwhere
is the set of the long start units (which
ating plan (COP) and
will also include the extra-long start units in the sequel). The
current operating plan of all long start units is initialized to the
unit commitment of the DAM and is updated every five minutes on a rolling basis. Thus, once a long start unit is committed
either at initialization or at some stage of the unified UC-ED
run, it cannot be de-committed at a subsequent UC-ED run. The
inclusion of constraints (40) stabilizes the commitment of long
start units, while allowing for the commitment of additional long
start units for reliability purposes during the course of the day.
In addition, constrains (40) introduce effective cuts to the corresponding MILP problem, reducing the total execution time.
As already discussed in the Introduction, the main drawback
of the proposed unified UC-ED model with 24-h look-ahead
capability is its computational requirements. The test results
have demonstrated that the model can solve a medium sized
real system, comprising several tens of resources and several
hundreds of nodes using DC network representation including
contingencies, within 1 to 2 min on a high-end PC. However, at
present our model cannot solve within the available tight timeframe US RTO/ISO sized systems comprising several hundreds
of resources, few thousands of nodes using AC network representation including contingencies. Advances in optimization
software and computer hardware are required for our model to
be applied to large sized power systems. However, if the same
concept of the unified UC-ED is used with a shorter scheduling
horizon of the order of 4–6 h (unified real-time ED and real-time
UC) our model could solve larger problems within the available
timeframe.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A MILP-based multiple time resolution unit commitment
model has been developed for the solution of the unified unit
commitment and economic dispatch problem in systems with
high renewable penetration. The unified UC-ED is executed
on a rolling basis every 5 min and provides financially binding
dispatch and ex-ante locational marginal prices (LMPs) for
the next 5-min interval and advisory UC, dispatch schedule
and prices for the remaining scheduling horizon. The proposed
model was tested on the medium sized Greek power system and

proved to provide adequate capacity and ramping capability to
follow abrupt variable generation changes within reasonable
execution times in contrast to the conventional UC/ED method
which was unable to follow abrupt VG variations. Research
is underway for the incorporation of VG uncertainties in the
unified UC-ED model.
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